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IN THE EMPLOYMENT TRIBUNAL Case no.:  
AT CENTRAL LONDON 
 
B E T W E E N 
 
 

Jon Holbrook 
 Claimant 

 
and 

 
 

General Council of the Bar of England and Wales 
 Respondent 

 
 

────────────────────────── 
Statement of Case 

────────────────────────── 
 

Parties: the Claimant 

1) The Claimant is a barrister who was called to the bar in 1991.  He is and was registered 

with the Bar Standards Board (‘BSB’), save for 15 months between 1 April 2021 and 10 

July 2022 (inclusive). 

 

2) The Claimant has an unblemished professional record during over 30-years of full-time 

practice at the bar. 

 

3) Between July 2006 and February 2021, the Claimant practised full-time as a self-employed 

barrister from Cornerstone Barristers (‘Cornerstone’), although he took a one-year 

sabbatical that ended on 16 April 2018. 

Parties: the Respondent 

4) At all material times the Respondent has been an approved regulator within the meaning 

of s20 and schedule 4 to the Legal Services Act 2007 (‘LSA’).   

 

5) Under s27 of the LSA the Respondent performs: 
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i) Regulatory functions which require it to promote the regulatory objectives of s1 which 

include: 

- protecting and promoting the public interest (s1(1)(a)), and 
- encouraging an independent, strong, diverse and effective legal profession 

(s1(1)((f)). 
 

ii) Representative functions which relate to the representation or promotion of the 

interests of barristers (s27(2)). 

 

6) Although this claim is brought against the Respondent, as the body with a legal identity: 

 

i) In accordance with rules made by the Legal Services Board under s30 of the LSA the 

BSB is an operationally distinct part of the Respondent. 

 

ii) Where relevant, the two operationally distinct parts of the Respondent are referred to 

in this document as the ‘Bar Council’ and the ‘BSB’, rather than the ‘Respondent’. 

 

iii) The BSB may only perform regulatory functions. 

 

iv) The Bar Council may and does perform regulatory functions and representative 

functions. 

 

7) The Respondent’s regulatory functions are funded from ‘practising fees’ levied on 

barristers, as provided for under s51 of the LSA.  In 2021-22 the percentage of practising 

fee income spent was: 

 - 62% by the BSB (£9.3m), 
 - 26% by the Bar Council (£3.9m). 
 

8) The Respondent is a qualifications body under sections 53 and 54 of the Equality Act 2010 

(‘EqA’) and hence its treatment of the Claimant is covered by Part 5 (work) of the EqA. 

 

9) As a public authority under s6 of the Human Rights Act 1998 and under s149 of the EqA 

(that owed a public sector equality duty) the Respondent was required to have a thorough 

and keen grasp of the importance of the: 
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i) common law on free speech, 

 

ii) human rights to: 

- free expression (article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights 
(‘ECHR’), 

- manifest belief (article 9 of the ECHR), and 
- a private life (article 8 of the ECHR), 

 particularly in the context of barristers engaging in political speech, independently 

of their professional roles. 

 

iii) the legal protection afforded to philosophical belief under the EqA. 

The Claimant’s beliefs 

10) The Claimant held and manifested in a non-professional capacity: 

i) beliefs of a political and hence inherently contested nature, and 
ii) beliefs of a social conservative and hence which drew the ire of his political 

opponents. 
 

11) The Claimant’s philosophical beliefs are those of a social conservative in the manner of 

the late Professor Sir Roger Scruton: 

Particulars of the Claimant’s social conservatism 

i) The Claimant is a critic of identity politics, now often referred to as a ‘woke’ ideology 

or ‘wokery’.  Accordingly, he fundamentally believes in the importance of nation, 

community and family and on finding beliefs and norms that citizens can share; 

whereas identity politics - by emphasising race, sex, sexuality and gender - draws 

attention to characteristics that are exclusive, rather than inclusive. 

 

ii) In the sphere of race the Claimant supports the approach of Martin Luther King in 

believing that people should be judged by the content of their character, not the colour 

of their skin.  He believes that society should strive to be colour blind in the sense that 

race should not be the basis for different treatment.  This belief stresses the importance 
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of assimilation (the 'melting pot') over multiculturalism (the 'salad bowl'), which tends 

to result in multi mono-culturalism. 

 

iii) In the sphere of sex, sexuality and gender the Claimant believes in the importance of 

the nuclear family, which is built upon the biological binary of sex, and which is then 

reflected in socially influenced gender roles. 

 

iv) In all spheres the Claimant believes in treatment on the basis of merit.  This 

meritocratic approach pits the Claimant’s beliefs against a woke ideology that favours 

some on the basis of their alleged oppression.  The woke narrative of ‘diversity, 

equality and inclusion’ is challenged by the Claimant on the basis that it is divisive 

and actually promotes favouritism, inequality and exclusion: 

 - favouritism for those perceived by some, usually on the political left, as oppressed, 
 - inequality results when some are favoured over others, and 
 - exclusion of those who do not subscribe to this ‘woke’ perspective of society. 
 

12) The Claimant’s beliefs and his socially conservative beliefs are protected characteristics 

under the EqA, ss4 & 10. 

The Respondent knew of hostility towards the Claimant’s beliefs from his political 

detractors 

13) At all material times the Claimant’s socially conservative beliefs were well known to: 

i) his political detractors who read or knew of his: 
 - articles, that were published by Spiked, the New Law Journal, Policy Exchange, 

the Judicial Power Project, The Critic and The Conservative Woman and 
 - posted tweets (@JonHolb) under a Twitter handle that linked to his author 

archive at Spiked and made his beliefs clear (e.g. ‘For democracy. Against 
identity politics.’): 

 

https://www.spiked-online.com/author/jon-holbrook/
https://www.newlawjournal.co.uk/biographies/jon-holbrook
https://policyexchange.org.uk/author/jon-holbrook/
http://judicialpowerproject.org.uk/?s=jon+holbrook
https://thecritic.co.uk/author/jon-holbrook/
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/author/jonholbrook/
https://twitter.com/JonHolb
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ii) the Respondent, particularly the BSB, which read or knew of his published articles 

and posted tweets and which knew of the matters listed below. 
 

14) On and shortly after 20 June 2019 the Claimant experienced a Twitter pile-on that was 

instigated by The Secret Barrister who mischaracterised one of the Claimant’s tweets to 

make it sound politically offensive and who then relied on that mischaracterisation to 

gratuitously attack the Claimant by denouncing him as ‘an odious little man’.  The Secret 

Barrister subsequently deleted his gratuitous tweet but not before it had caused a Twitter 

pile-on in which some of the Claimant’s political detractors complained about the 

Claimant’s beliefs to Cornerstone and the Respondent, such as by tagging those institutions 

into their tweets. 

 

15) By 8.41pm on 20 June 2019 two members of the Claimant’s then chambers, Cornerstone, 

had taken advice from: 

i) the Bar Council’s Diversity and Equality Officer, and 

ii) through her, the BSB, 

regarding the Claimant’s political tweeting, which Cornerstone’s then Head of Chambers 

(Philip Kolvin QC) and its Equality and Diversity Officer (Jonathan Clay) were striving 

to restrict. 

 

16) In about July 2019 Cornerstone obtained formal advice from Robin Allen QC, who at the 

time had also advised the BSB.  That advice was that due to the protection afforded to 

political speech by human rights law, regulatory action could not be taken against the 

Claimant.  The Respondent knew of this advice which is why it informed Cornerstone in 

the summer of 2019 that there was nothing the BSB could do about the Claimant’s tweets 

because they were a lawful exercise of free speech. 

 

17) On 3 July 2019 the Respondent, with a colour-washed twitter handle representing the pride 

flag, tweeted to say that it was ‘looking forward to attending the @PrideInLondon Parade 

Day on Saturday’.  The Claimant responded on Twitter by criticising the BSB for involving 

itself in politics and by stating that ‘Regulators should be impartial & avoid controversy’ 

(‘the regulators should be impartial tweet’), as set out below: 
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18) During the summer of 2019 and in response to the BSB’s concerns about the Claimant’s 

political statements on Twitter the BSB: 

i) started following the Claimant’s political Twitter account (but did not at any stage 
follow his professional Twitter account), and 

ii) began to draft Social Media Guidance. 
 

19) Late on 22 January 2021 the BSB began to receive complaints about the Claimant’s 

Equality Act tweet of five days earlier.  Over the next three days the BSB received over 

100 complaints about this tweet.  The nature and type of complaints and their authorship 

made it clear to the BSB, or should have made it clear, that the Claimant was the target of 

an orchestrated campaign to cancel him because of his philosophical beliefs. 
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The Respondent’s approach disposed it to be biased against the Claimant’s beliefs 

20) Although the Respondent, when exercising regulatory functions, is required to be 

politically neutral it has adopted a political approach of its own that has disposed it to be 

biased against the Claimant’s socially conservative and anti-woke beliefs: 

Particulars of bias 

i) Every July since 2019 the BSB has supported the celebration of ‘pride’, a political 

movement, such as by colour-washing its Twitter handle (which the Claimant 

criticised in 2019, as set out above). 

 

ii) The BSB and Bar Council have published numerous documents that address the issue 

of diversity, as it arises under the Equality Act, but not a single one that recognises 

‘philosophical belief’ as a protected characteristic.  The Respondent treats sections 4 

and 10 of the Equality Act - which put ‘philosophical belief’ on a par with the legal 

protections given to race, sex and sexuality etc - by expunging all meaningful 

references to ‘philosophical belief’.  Moreover, neither institution has published any 

documents that address the very real problem of a culture which is cancelling those of 

a conservative philosophical belief like the Claimant holds and which is denying them 

the right to practise freely at the bar whilst expressing their political beliefs.   For 

example, the BSB’s Equality Impact Assessment of July 2022 on Conduct in non-

professional life treats the protected characteristic of ‘religion and belief’ by 

disregarding the notion of ‘belief’, except in the context of religious belief.  This 

enables the BSB to avoid asking questions about the sort of belief discrimination at 

the bar that the Claimant experienced. 

 

iii) One of the BSB’s Board members, Leslie Thomas KC, played an active role in the 

Claimant’s cancellation in January 2021, as the Claimant pointed out in a letter to the 

BSB of 1 June 2022.  On 21 July 2022 the BSB’s Head of Governance and Corporate 

Services, Rebecca Forbes, informed the Claimant that after conferring with the BSB’s 

Director General no action would be taken because Mr Thomas acted in a personal 

capacity.  If a board member had sought the cancellation of a black man for being 

black, action would have been taken, yet no action was taken when a board member 

sought the cancellation of a conservative for being a conservative.  Furthermore, the 
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BSB applied double standards on this point since it took action against the Claimant 

who tweeted in a personal, rather than professional, capacity. 

 

iv) Some of the BSB’s staff sign off emails with ‘preferred pronouns’ such as ‘she/her’.  

This is woke proselytising because those who do it are promoting the political notion 

that sex (a biological binary) is less important than gender (which the woke treat as a 

matter of political choice). 

 

v) The BSB has investigated or taken action or advocated for action (in cases involving 

Allison Bailey and the Claimant) in respect of individuals who have ‘offended’ 

notions of political correctness.  Examples include the BSB’s actions against Allison 

Bailey and Joanna Toch,.  This BSB action (or lack of action in response to gross acts 

of belief discrimination) is not mirrored by anything similar against anyone of a left-

wing or woke persuasion.  Neither has the BSB investigated or taken any action 

against those barristers who sought to have the Claimant: 

- sacked by Brighton and Hove City Council in October 2020, or 

- cancelled and expelled by Cornerstone in January 2021. 

1. Indirect discrimination, contrary to ss19 and 53 of the Equality Act 2010 

21) The BSB’s Social Media Guidance, published 21 October 2019, purported to widen the 

regulatory net for curtailing political speech, such as the Claimant’s.  This was readily 

understood by the Claimant’s political detractors.  Hence, at 08.26am on 22 October 2019, 

Philip Kolvin QC emailed all members and staff at Cornerstone to say (emphasis added): 

The BSB published updated social media guidance yesterday.  It is stronger than the 
previous guidance, so please do take a moment to read it.  A link is below. 

 

22) In fact, there was no previous social media guidance beyond that in the BSB Handbook 

which provided that (emphasis added): 

 

i) Re media commentary.  Under the heading ‘Media comment’: Core Duty 5 (you must 

not behave in a way which is likely to diminish the trust and confidence which the 

public places in you or the profession) applies ‘in relation to your professional 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9667721/Barrister-59-suspended-law-firm-Meghan-Harry-tweet.html
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practice generally’.  In other words, this provision on media commentary was implied 

not to apply beyond a barrister’s professional practice. 

 

ii) Re conduct generally.  An example of conduct ‘which is likely to be treated as a breach 

of CD3 (acting with honesty and integrity) and/or CD5’ is ‘seriously offensive or 

discreditable conduct towards third parties’. 

 

23) The BSB knew that non-Handbook guidance could not alter the professional rules which 

are exhaustively set out in the Handbook (and which are described as regulatory 

arrangements under s21 of the LSA).  This is established by: 

 

i) The Handbook which states that it: 

 sets out the standards that the BSB requires the persons it regulates to comply 
with in order for it to be able to meet its regulatory objectives. (I3) 

 

ii) Warby J in the case of Diggins v BSB [2020] EWHC 467, §70: 

 the guidance is just that … It merely indicates categories of conduct that are 
“likely” or “not likely” to be treated as breaches of CD5 (and other duties).  The 
guidance is not to be treated as if it were a statute, or a hard-edged rule defining 
the scope of the BSB’s role. 

 In any event Warby J was referring to the Handbook guidance, and the disciplinary 

finding made against Mr Diggins on 26 September 2019 predated publication of the 

Social Media Guidance. 

 

24) Yet the BSB promulgated Social Media Guidance that mis-stated the law (or was apt to 

mislead as to the law) as it applied to a barrister’s use of social media, in that the guidance: 

Particulars as to misstating the law 

i) Failed to note the importance of: 

 - free expression, under articles 9 and 10 of the ECHR, and 
 - respect for personal interests (such as to develop relationships with others who 

share similar political beliefs) and to live one’s life without arbitrary interference 
by a public authority, under article 8 of the ECHR. 
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ii) Failed to note that political speech is particularly protected under the ECHR and 

Human Rights Act 1998, as is required in a democracy. 

 

iii) Failed to refer to the only relevant example of misconduct contained in the Handbook 

namely on the need for barristers to avoid ‘seriously offensive or discreditable conduct 

towards third parties’.  Indeed, the qualifier ‘seriously’ was excised and the objective 

notion of ‘discreditable conduct’ was substituted with a subjective notion of 

‘distasteful’ speech. 

 

iv) Stated that it was advisable for barristers ‘to avoid getting drawn into heated debates 

or arguments’ without making clear that barristers (as with all other citizens) had a 

legal and moral right to raise and debate issues that may, due to their political nature, 

inevitably give rise to heated debate or argument. 

 

v) Failed to note that regulatory action was likely to be restricted to specific types of 

speech such as that which may be seriously and gratuitously offensive and would not 

normally be taken in respect of political speech. 

 

vi) Stated or implied that comments may give rise to regulatory action by the BSB if they 

‘may be considered distasteful or offensive by others’. (§3)  This express or implied 

threshold for regulatory action was far too low because it: 

 - ignored the principle of political speech, as being particularly protected by 
human rights law, 

 - renounced the principle of assessment on the basis of objectivity (actual harm) 
in favour of subjectivity (‘I feel harmed’), 

 - abandoned the threshold of offensiveness as having to be seriously such (a 
distinction stipulated in the Handbook), and 

 - was patently obvious that political issues may, by their nature, cause ‘offence’ 
to some on the other side of an argument. 

 

vii) Made the above errors in full knowledge that many barristers were active in politics 

and that cancel culture (i.e., using illegitimate means to chill or silence legitimate 

political debate) was a very real problem and was particularly aimed at those who 

expressed right-wing (conservative and anti-woke) beliefs such as were held by the 

Claimant. 
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25) At all material times the Respondent, including the BSB: 

- knew or should have known that the BSB Social Media Guidance: 
▪ mis-stated the law, or was apt to mislead as to the law, or 
▪ mis-stated the basis for regulatory action, or was apt to mislead as to that basis, 

or 
- acted with careless disregard to the above 

 and that it so acted out of a desire to curb expressions of political belief particularly those 

made by the Claimant and other critics, or perceived critics, of identity politics. 

Particulars of the Respondent’s knowledge re mis-stating the law 

i) The BSB drafted its Social Media Guidance after obtaining legal advice, such as from 

Robin Allen QC. 

 

ii) The BSB sought to avoid proper scrutiny and due process by introducing its 

misleading ‘guidance’ as a document that was not incorporated into the BSB 

Handbook, which established an exhaustive code of regulation and which included 

guidance on this code. 

 

iii) In late 2019 the Bar Council’s Ethics Committee was chaired by Rachel Langdale QC, 

and had three vice-chairs, including Cathryn McGahey QC.  They each knew, 

alternatively Ms McGahey knew, that the BSB’s Social Media Guidance: 

 - Was not particularly helpful and risked causing confusion in the minds of those 
who sought assistance from it. 

 - Lacked precision, particularly in its advice to barristers to avoid ‘heated debate 
or argument’. 

 - Lacked a recognition of the legal importance of free speech. 
 - Would be used to curb the political or social activism of barristers, such as that 

of the Claimant, by warning against expressing views that would arouse strong 
feelings. 

 

iv) In early 2020 a small number of members of the Bar Council’s Ethics Committee met 

BSB representatives to discuss the guidance and raised, inter alia, the above issues. 

 

v) Despite the above the BSB failed to take any corrective action until 21 July 2022 when 

it withdrew its Social Media Guidance.  This was four months after the Bar Tribunals 
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and Adjudication Service (‘BTAS’) had ruled in the Claimant’s favour that the Social 

Media Guidance had mis-stated the law or was apt to mislead as to the law (Jon 

Holbrook v Bar Standards Board, 25 March 2022, Case No: 2021/4441, §§44-47), 

and 18 months after Cornerstone had used the Guidance to support its decision to 

expel the Claimant from his chambers. 

 

26) The BSB’s Social Media Guidance was a discriminatory provision, criterion or practice in 

that it put those who espoused legitimate political beliefs at a disadvantage compared to 

other practising barristers. 

 

27) Additionally, and/or alternatively, it put those with anti-woke political beliefs at a 

disadvantage compared to other practising barristers because each of the features below 

would encourage the woke to seek the cancellation of the anti-woke.  This asymmetry 

arose from the opposing values typically held by the woke and anti-woke: 

Opposing values of the woke and anti-woke 

i) Free speech: the woke do not have the same belief in free speech as the anti-woke 

because wokery is an ideology that ‘is right’ and is ‘on the right side of history’ and 

hence those with a contrary view must be either ignored (undesirable) or cancelled 

and silenced (desirable).  The anti-woke tend to respect the democratic process and 

the free speech principles upon which it is built. 

 

ii) Personal v. political: the woke tend to see the personal as the political and the political 

as the personal, so that anti-woke political criticism is readily interpreted by the woke 

as: 

 - personal criticisms, and/or 
 - a personal failing by the speaker that will undermine his/her professional 

competence and objectivity.  
The anti-woke tend to see the personal as personal and the political as political. 

 

iii) The truth v. ‘my truth’: the woke tend to be sceptical of objective truth and prefer the 

notion of ‘my truth’ and hence the woke are more likely to rely on perceived personal 

slights as a reason to seek regulatory action with a view to cancelling the anti-woke.  

https://www.tbtas.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/hearings/5352/Approved-Report-of-Administrative-Appeal-Decision-Holbrook-2.pdf
https://www.tbtas.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/hearings/5352/Approved-Report-of-Administrative-Appeal-Decision-Holbrook-2.pdf
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The anti-woke tend to be more interested in objective truth and deny the notion of ‘my 

truth’. Hence, this basis for seeking regulatory action does not arise for the anti-woke. 

 

28) Prior to publication of its Social Media Guidance in October 2019 the BSB received one 

and only one formal complaint about the Claimant’s tweets.  This one complaint should 

have alerted the BSB to the way its Guidance would be used by political activists to seek 

regulatory action against those like the Claimant who expressed anti-woke beliefs.  On 5 

July 2019 at 18:16 a political activist complained to the BSB about the Claimant’s 

‘regulators should be impartial tweet’.  S/he did so by: 

i) disregarding the fact that the Claimant’s tweet was political speech, and 
ii) claiming that the Claimant’s statement of political belief demonstrated a personal and 

professional failing by the Claimant. 
 

29) The BSB took no action on this one complaint of July 2019 other than to dismiss it 

summarily without informing the Claimant that it had been made. 

 

30) Publication of the BSB’s Social Media Guidance in October 2019 – with the above 

misstatements of law and associated problems – encouraged or caused: 

 

i) Potential complainers to complain to the BSB about the Claimant’s tweets. 

 

ii) The BSB to: 

 - find that these complaints gave rise to a case to answer regarding professional 
misconduct, 

 - find a breach of the BSB Handbook, 
 - impose sanctions for such a breach, 
 - resist the Claimant’s (successful) appeal against the finding of a breach of the 

Handbook and the imposition of sanctions. 
 

iii) Cornerstone to expel the Claimant from his chambers and essentially end his 

successful career as a public law barrister.  

 

31) The BSB’s Social Media Guidance was also a material factor in each of the disadvantages 

and/or detriments of direct discrimination set out below. 
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2. Direct discrimination, contrary to ss13 & 53 of the Equality Act 2010 

32) The Respondent directly discriminated against the Claimant by treating him less 

favourably because of his philosophical beliefs by subjecting him to the following 

disadvantages and/or detriments (the ‘because of’ test): 

Particulars of disadvantages and/or detriments 

i) Following the Claimant’s political Twitter account: the BSB started to do this in about 

2019 when woke campaigners on Twitter became more voluble about the Claimant’s 

expressed political beliefs.  The Claimant ran two Twitter accounts: one for 

professional purposes, which the BSB did not follow, and the other for political 

purposes, which the BSB did follow.  It had no legitimate basis to so act. 

 

ii) Advising the Claimant’s chambers to report his conduct: on Monday 25 January 2021 

the Bar Council’s ethics helpline spoke to Cornerstone’s CEO, Clare Bello, and 

advised her to report the Claimant’s conduct in respect of several of his tweets, not 

just the one ‘Equality Act’ tweet, that had triggered a twitter pile-on over the previous 

weekend.  It had no legitimate basis to tender this advice, particularly as the duty to 

report only arises ‘if you have reasonable grounds to believe that there has been 

serious misconduct by a barrister’ (rC66) and the indicative examples of serious 

misconduct (gC96) make it clear that the Claimant’s conduct came nowhere near this 

threshold. 

 

iii) Concluding that the 18 tweets may have breached the Handbook: by a letter of 12 

April 2021 the BSB informed the Claimant that there was a case to answer regarding 

18 of his tweets, each of which was said to have possibly breached the BSB 

Handbook.  It was patently obvious that these 18 tweets, as set out in the attached 

Appendix, were each a statement of philosophical belief in respect of which there was 

no regulatory basis for finding a case to answer.  This obviousness was confirmed by: 

a) The IDP’s decision of 2 August 2021 in respect of 17 of the 18 tweets. 

b) The BTAS appeal decision of 25 March 2022 in respect of the 18th tweet. 

 

https://jonholb.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/2021-08-09_bsb_exonerated-yet-fined.pdf
https://www.tbtas.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/hearings/5352/Approved-Report-of-Administrative-Appeal-Decision-Holbrook-2.pdf
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iv) Imposing a sanction: on 2 August 2021 the BSB’s Independent Disciplinary Panel 

(IDP) concluded that the Claimant had breached Core Duty 5 regarding a tweet made 

on 17 October 2020 and it imposed an ‘administrative sanction’ in the form of a: 

 - warning ‘to take care to consider how your public posts as a barrister may impact 
on you and/or the profession and take care to consider the standards set out in 
the BSB Handbook and any supporting guidance at the time’, 

 - £500 fine, which was said to reflect a ‘lack of remorse and lack of insight’ by 
the Claimant, and 

 - sanction that was to be recorded and taken into account if further breaches of the 
Handbook occurred. 

 

v) Resisting the Claimant’s appeal: at all stages up to 26 November 2021, when the 

Claimant’s appeal against the aforesaid sanction was heard, and then through to the 

decision by the Bar Tribunals and Adjudication Service (BTAS) on 25 March 2022, 

the BSB resisted the Claimant’s appeal.  This was despite the BSB considering – by 

its Head of Investigations and Enforcement (Paul Pretty) in response to the Claimant’s 

appeal notice of 5 September 2021 – ‘whether the appeal should go ahead, or whether 

the matter should be considered internally’ (Email of 7 October 2021 from the BSB’s 

Casework Manager, Eloise Denchfield, to the Claimant.) 

 

33) If required, the aforesaid ‘because of’ test may be satisfied by comparing the Claimant’s 

treatment by the BSB with its treatment of a barrister who expressed philosophical beliefs 

of a left-wing or woke description. 

3. Harassment, contrary to ss 26 and 53 of the Equality Act 2010 

34) The promulgation of the BSB’s Social Media Guidance and each of the disadvantages 

and/or detriments set out above was an unlawful act, whether singularly or collectively, of 

harassment in that they constituted unwanted conduct related to the Claimant’s 

philosophical beliefs that had the purpose or effect of: 

- violating the Claimant’s dignity, or 
- creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment for 

the Claimant. 
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Compensation 

35) By reason of the Respondent’s aforesaid unlawful conduct the Claimant seeks the 

following compensation. 

Loss of earnings 

36) The Claimant has not been able to earn an income (save for £3,200 from concluding two 

previously existing cases) since 23 January 2021, when a process by his then chambers, 

Cornerstone, commenced and which resulted in his expulsion on 31 January 2021. 

 

37) A material factor in this expulsion and loss of earnings was and is: 

 

i) The BSB’s promulgation of Social Media Guidance on and subsequent to October 

2019 combined with the 1st detriment (following the Claimant’s political Twitter 

account) and particularly the 2nd detriment (the Bar Council advising Cornerstone to 

report his conduct to the BSB). 

 

ii) The BSB’s other detriments, as set out above, which cast a shadow of suspicion over 

the Claimant and which caused him to devote considerable time and energy to clearing 

his name, not least because the Respondent’s actions could have resulted either in the 

Claimant’s disbarment or in greater harm to his reputation. 

 

iii) The stigma that pertains to the Claimant and his reputation and which particularly 

endures in the absence of a finding that he has been treated unlawfully by the 

Respondent. 

 

38) Accordingly, the Claimant claims loss of earnings for the period that began on 23 January 

2021, when the Claimant was 58 years of age, and lasting until his 75th birthday, when the 

Claimant had intended to retire fully, although he had intended to retire partially on his 

70th birthday. 

 

39) On 13 September 2021 TLO Risk Services Ltd informed the Claimant that he could not 

secure professional indemnity insurance as an unregistered barrister because he ‘would be 
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at a much higher risk of targets from potential claimants, given your political background 

and recent sanctions by the BSB’. 

Injury to feelings 

40) The Claimant claims damages for injury to feelings including for the effect on his sense of 

injustice at being treated unlawfully for merely exercising his democratic right to express 

his philosophical beliefs. 

Aggravated damages 

41) The Claimant claims aggravated damages for the high-handed, malicious, insulting or 

oppressive manner in which the Respondent conducted itself over a period that started 

during the summer of 2019 and endured until March 2022, and which included: 

 

i) Informing the Claimant’s political detractor, Mrs Williams, 

a) that there was a case for the Claimant to answer in respect of 18 tweets, and 
b) that the Claimant had been sanctioned in circumstances where the sanction was 

supposed to be confidential. 
Regarding limb (b) the Claimant will give credit for the compensation already paid 

by the BSB for its accepted breach of privacy and confidence. 

 

ii) Even when the BSB on 21 July 2022 withdrew its Social Media Guidance it could not 

in its explanation for so acting bring itself to mention that the withdrawal had been 

necessitated by the BTAS ruling on 25 March 2022 that allowed the Claimant’s 

appeal. 

Exemplary damages 

42) The Claimant claims exemplary damages arising from the Respondent’s oppressive, 

arbitrary and unlawful action by public servants on the basis: 

 

i) Of the matters set out above which disregarded the fundamental human right to free 

speech.  This disregard was practised either deliberately or recklessly in circumstances 

where the Respondent was and is a public body charged with acting in the public 

interest.  
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ii) Of operating a scheme of administrative sanctions that is deployed against those who 

are exercising legitimate rights of free speech and which: 

 - may be imposed in the absence of any professional misconduct, and 
 - is confidential and hence beyond public scrutiny. 
 

iii) Inappropriately resisting the Claimant’s right to have his appeal hearing against an 

administrative sanction heard in public, a right that caused the Claimant to seek and 

obtain a corrective ruling from HHJ Jonathan Carroll on 19 November 2021. 

Limitation and time 

43) Time limits under the EqA, s123, are not issues of jurisdiction (which is addressed in s120).  

However, if the Respondent were to contend that any part of this claim is not within the 

primary time limit established by s123 then the Claimant relies on: 

 

i) Conduct extending over a period that did not conclude until the BTAS appeal ruling 

on 25 March 2022. 

 

ii) A standstill agreement entered into with the BSB on 28 January 2022, which after 

agreed variations on 17 June and 30 August suspended time etc. to 23 November 2022, 

for bringing a claim that alleges breaches of the EqA. 

 

iii) A standstill agreement entered into with the Bar Council on 30 August 2022, which 

suspended time etc. to 23 November 2022, for bringing a claim that alleges breaches 

of the EqA. 

 

iv) The just and equitable power to extend time. 

 

 

 

https://jonholb.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/2021-11-19_hhj-carroll.pdf
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Appendix: the political issues addressed in the 18 tweets – sorted by issue (as submitted to the BSB) 

i) Challenging the authorities’ pathetic response to child sex abuse by those of mainly Pakistani heritage 

 
1 

 
 
 
18.01.2020: Citing an article by Andrew 
Norfolk in The Times 
 
I cited a report of the Independent Office for 
Police Conduct which noted how a ‘senior 
police officer admitted that his force ignored 
the sexual abuse of girls by Pakistani 
grooming ganges for decades because it was 
afraid of increasing “racial tensions”’. 
 
I then drew attention to the gulf between 
culpable officials (‘the elite’) and ordinary 
people who want the law to be applied 
equally to ‘unassimilated communities’. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
28.01.2020: Citing an article by Shami 
Chakrabarti in the Independent I drew 
attention to the willingness of the shadow 
attorney general ‘to ask questions about how 
seriously British and Cypriot authorities take 
rape complaints’ and contrasted this to the 
lack of articles from her about the much 
bigger problem in Britain caused by rapists 
who were ‘of mainly Pakistani heritage’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  

https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1218525207268339712?s=20
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/police-chief-we-ignored-sex-abuse-of-children-hgrhc358v
https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1222270454741786624?s=20
https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/cyprus-rape-british-woman-justice-system-accuser-israeli-a9305356.html
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ii) Challenging the authorities’ lame response to Islamist terrorism 

 
3 

 
14.04.2019: Citing a Daily Telegraph article, 
Shamima Begum was cruel enforcer in Isil’s 
morality police I criticised those who sought 
to mask her barbarism on the grounds ‘she is 
only a child who was led astray’. 
 
There are many such articles, particularly in 
the Guardian, making this claim, for example, 
from 11.03.2019: 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
28.12.2019: In the wake of an Islamist terror 
attack on Nigerian Christians I criticised the 
Archbishop of Canterbury’s failure to mention 
the terrorists’ religion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
  

https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1117332107494395904?s=20
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/04/13/shamima-begum-cruel-enforcer-isils-morality-police-say-syrian/
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/mar/11/shamima-begum-cult-victim-isis
https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1211059522355236865?s=20
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5 

 
 
 
17.10.2020: Following the Islamist murder of 
teacher, Samuel Paty, I challenged the 
cowardly response of many professionals 
who fear the accusation of ‘racism’ or 
‘Islamophobia’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
6 

 
 
 
 
 
01.11.2020: I supported Rod Liddle’s criticism 
of people who ‘lack Macron’s courage to call 
this savagery what it is: Islamist terrorism’. 
 
My tweet quoted from Rod Liddle’s article in 
The Times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

iii) Challenging multiculturalism and arguing for assimilation 

 
7 

 
 
 
 
 
 
15.06.2019: I supported Boris Johnson’s 
letterbox comment on veiled Muslim women 
because it drew attention to the problem of 
parallel communities in the UK.  I criticised 
the counter-narrative of multiculturalism 
being pushed by Tory MP, Dr Phillip Lee. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
  

https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1317423764397842435?s=20
https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1322819704306675712?s=20
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/we-lack-macrons-courage-to-call-this-savagery-what-it-is-islamist-terrorism-gbcsj265m
https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1139933234551283713?s=20
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8 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16.07.2019: I noted the failure by three BAME 
cricketers, playing in the World Cup final for 
England, to sing the national anthem. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
9 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
17.01.2020: I defended Sir Roger Scruton who 
had criticised ‘the proposition that pious 
Muslims from the hinterlands of Asia would 
produce children loyal to a secular European 
state’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
  

https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1151181726967902208?s=20
https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1218301699074510855?s=20
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10 

 
 
 
 
 
12.04.2020: I challenged Keir Starmer’s use of 
the expression ‘Happy Easter *to all 
celebrating*’ on the grounds that the 
limitation (‘to all celebrating’) was a nod to 
multiculturalism. 
 

 

 
 
11 

 
 
 
 
 
 
25.04.2020: I argued that ‘multiculturalism 
has turned Christmas and Easter into mere 
seasonal holidays (lest they cause offence)’.  
And I contrasted this with Ed Davey’s 
celebration of Ramadan which ‘has become a 
cause for solidarity.’ 

 

 
 

iv) Challenging those who seek to silence with the epithets ‘racist’ and ‘Islamophobic’ 

 
12 

 
 
 
 
 
25.03.2019: I challenged  Sayeeda Warsi’s use 
of the epithets ‘racism’ and ‘Islamophobia’ to 
criticise speech, in this case from Michael 
Gove and others in the Tory Party. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  

https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1249300206123966466?s=20
https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1254169292096012288?s=20
https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1109975512934432768?s=20
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13 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
09.09.2020: I criticised the BBC for amending 
a headline to remove the factually accurate 
reference to how the Arena bomber was 
‘seen praying an hour before blast’ 

 

 
 

 
14 

 
 
 
 
 
17.10.2020: In the wake of the Samuel Paty 
beheading by an Islamist I challenged the use 
of the epithets ‘racist’ and ‘Islamophobic’ to 
call for the Charlie Hebdo magazine to be 
‘shut down immediately’. 
 
The author of the tweet, to which I 
responded, is editor of a British Muslim news 
site 5Pillars. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  

https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1303606947355209728?s=20
https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1317565186899836929?s=20
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v) Challenging the race ‘discrimination’ narrative 

 
15 

 
 
 
 
 
 
17.01.2020: I challenged the ECHR view that 
the Equality Act had overcome a problem of 
race discrimination. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

vi) Challenging the ‘equal pay’ narrative 

 
16 

 
 
 
 
 
 
15.09.2020: I challenged the equal pay 
narrative, which is aimed at wealthy career 
women, who had done particularly well at the 
BBC. 
 
I cited a Daily Telegraph article which noted 
how Zoe Ball was handed a £1 million pay rise. 

 

 
 

https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1350738270100008960?s=20
https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1305959854507528194?s=20
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/09/15/bbc-women-muscle-way-rich-list-zoe-ball-gets-1m-pay-rise/?WT.mc_id=tmgliveapp_iosshare_Av531gKJBLzd
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vii) Challenging porous borders 

 
17 

 
 
 
 
 
 
30.01.2020: I challenged the asylum system 
which creates porous borders. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

viii) Challenging the BSB’s embrace of identity politics 

 
18 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
04.07.2019: I challenged the BSB’s embrace 
of identity politics and argued that it should 
be impartial and avoid controversy. 

 

 

 
 

  

https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1222835135386656768?s=20
https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1146874977708388352?s=20
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Five tweets included by the BSB ‘for context’ for criticising the Equality Act 
 

 
1 

 
26.02.2021: I shared the view of many that 
this latest challenge to the binary nature of 
sex was absurd.  The Express article that I 
retweeted quoted: 
 
Piers Morgan: 
 
Imagine thinking in the middle of a global 
pandemic: “What’s really important is 
dropping the ‘Mr’ from Mr Potato Head & 
making him gender-neutral in case we upset 
a few wokies.” 
 
TalkRadio’s Mark Dolan: 
 
The legendary toy Mr Potato Head, a toy that 
has brought joy to millions of little boys and 
little girls, that you put the different features 
on – give him fuzzy eyebrows and a different 
smile, well he is the latest victim of cancel 
culture.  Of woke political correctness gone 
mad. It is a shocking story, it is a disgrace. 
 

 

 

 
2a 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
03.03.2021: I commented on a Daily 
Telegraph report on how the ‘substantial 
meal policy may have discriminated against 
BAME customers in pubs, High Court rules’ 
 

 

 
 

 
  

https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1365206063549661185
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1402650/Mr-Potato-Head-news-gender-neutral-Hasbro-latest-announcement-backlash-update
https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1367021301584560133?s=20
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/03/01/substantial-meal-policy-may-have-discriminated-against-bame/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/03/01/substantial-meal-policy-may-have-discriminated-against-bame/
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2b 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, the BSB appears to object to the 
fact that this tweet, on 03.03.2021, ‘linked to 
an article on thecritic.co.uk entitled Cancelled 
by my barristers’ chambers over a tweet.’ 
 
 

 

 
 

 
3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
06.03.2021: I linked to an article in Forbes 
noting that Buckingham Palace would 
investigate allegations that Meghan Markle 
had bullied palace staff including with 
‘emotional cruelty and manipulation’ during 
her time as a working British royal. 
 

 

 
 

 
  

https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1367022718860877829
https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1368119432858513410?s=20
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carlieporterfield/2021/03/03/buckingham-palace-will-investigate-allegations-meghan-markle-bullied-palace-staff/?sh=264afe7b2c3b
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4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16.03.2021: I linked to a Guardian article and 
criticised another ‘success’ for 
multiculturalism, this time where a school 
abandoned its uniform policy on skirt length 
in response to a challenge by  Muslim girl. 
 

 

 
 

 
5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19.03.2021: I noted how my ‘Afro-hair’ tweet 
had been a ‘tweet highlight’ in terms of 
number of ‘impressions’. 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  

https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1371883941112729600?s=20
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2021/mar/16/school-drops-legal-action-muslim-girl-told-skirt-too-long
https://twitter.com/JonHolb/status/1372961231217299459
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